THE WISDOM OF 15
ACCOUNTING TEXTBOOKS.
ALL IN ONE FUN, INTERACTIVE GAME.
Students get a kick out of learning when it’s more engaging than a textbook. 
Sorry, textbooks. We wrapped up all the stuff they’re learning in a fun, smart,
challenging game. Test it out. Still need proof? Here are some numbers:
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WHAT IS BANK ON IT?
This interactive accounting game is the teaching tool you, and probably your students,
have been crossing your fingers and wishing on lucky stars for.
Designed by students, for students, this game features more than 2,500 questions that
will challenge your students on accounting fundamentals, give them a taste of real
working-world scenarios, reinforce what you’re teaching them in the classroom and
perhaps even teach them something new. The questions are inspired by high school
accounting textbooks and were reviewed by real CPAs, so you don’t have to feel guilty
about letting them play. It’s educational!
Our Advanced Accounting version digs deeper into fundamentals of accounting, pulling
from higher-level high school accounting textbooks. In addition to even more challenging
questions, it also includes opportunities for students to analyze financial statements.
The Financial Literacy version covers topics all students need to master to be money
savvy in the real world. It enables them to show off their financial management
skills, as well as reinforces how to balance a checkbook, understand credit scores
and invest in a startup company.
Bank On It is fun. It’s challenging. It’s flexible. Soon, you won’t want to teach without it.
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BANK ON IT 101
Before you get too engrossed in your first game, here are a few things you should know:
THE OBJECTIVE
The objective is to reach the winning bank balance while
answering accounting-related questions and dealing with
real-life job scenarios along the way.
Wait a minute...it’s really about accounting? Yep.
It really is. Players move around the board, earning
or losing money as they play, trying to get to the

Here’s a tip about that
“winning bank balance” thing.
The user can choose how much it
is at the beginning of the game.
The bigger it is, the longer the
game. Got a few days to play?
Make it $1 million. Got an hour?
Maybe shoot for $1,000.

winning bank balance.
HOW DO I GET SET UP TO PLAY?
Getting set up is super easy. And it’s even easier with a few visuals. So, without further adieu:
FINDING BANK ON IT

Bank On It is hiding in plain sight!
Have your students visit the Games &
Tools section of Start Here, Go Places.

BPATOURNEY

or visit www.BankOnItGame.com.
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LEARN MORE

CLASSROOM CODE

John Doe
johndoe@email.com

Log into your Start Here, Go Places® account as an educator and a unique code will be generated
just for you. (Hint: Find it on your profile page.) Distribute it to your students and they will be tied to
your classroom code.
Why does that matter? With
your classroom code, you’ll be
able to track wins, losses, logins
and questions missed for each
student. It’s a great way to see
which questions your students are
getting right and which topics they
may need to revisit. You can even
use it to build and host classroom
tournaments. Hello, friendly
competition!
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ABOUT THE QUESTIONS
Games are fun, but exactly how educational is this one? What are the questions like? Well, we’re
glad you asked. We pulled together 15 accounting textbooks, accounting experts, financial literacy
gurus, and recruited a very savvy crew of creative folks to translate piles of accounting fundamentals
into a fun format that will really click with students. There are over 2,500 questions in Bank On It, but
students only answer questions that match the type of game they’re playing, whether it be the intro,
advanced or financial literacy version.
Here’s a sneak peek at a few questions:
FILL IN THE BLANK
The three types of budgets that can be adopted by a non-profit are: a break-even budget, a surplus
budget and a ______ budget.

A CATCH WITH A CATCH
Your firm has the opportunity to hire a well-known CPA who specializes in a specific accounting service.
You expect adding him to the team could be the beginning of a whole new department at your firm.
But if you bring him on, you’ll also have to invest in specialized software for his niche area, which would
cost approximately $10,000 per year. There is no other software that will get the job done and clients
would expect their work to be done with it. Do you invest in hiring the new CPA?

ACCOUNT FOR IT
Tiffany Perkins owns a floral shop. She received a payment of $350 on account from a bride who had
ordered flowers for her wedding. Use double-entry accounting to balance the accounting equation for
her records. The Cash in Bank account increased by $350 dollars and Accounts Receivable:
A. DECREASED BY $350
B. INCREASED BY $350
C. STAYED THE SAME
D. DECREASED BY $700
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STARTING A GAME
Whee! It’s time to get to the good part—playing Bank On It! First, you have to create a game.
Here’s how:
1. Create a Start Here, Go Places. account or login
to your existing account.

Choosing Worthy Opponents

2. Choose ‘PLAY Bank On It’ from your profile page.
3. Set up your game. Choose your game type, winning
balance and an opponent.
4. Once your opponent accepts, select your game piece
and start playing.

In Bank On It, you can play
multiple games against multiple
people. Who you play is up to you.
Here’s how to fi
 nd an opponent:
• Students can invite their
classmates to play via email
• Students can choose from
other online players (including
classmates) from the list
• Students can play the computer
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MANAGING GAMES
Bank On It is optimized for mobile and tablet, which
means students can stay engaged whether they’re
on the go or playing on their own devices in the
classroom. Players can participate in up to 10 games
and/or tournaments at a time. Don’t forget to have
your students log in using their classroom code so
you can keep track of their game play—and make
sure they know that they can manage their games
and see where they rank in the Game HQ section.
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EDUCATOR FEATURES
MANAGING YOUR SETTINGS

You can always change your settings. Want
to stop receiving emails from us? It’s okay,
we won’t take it personally. You can change
all of that and more in your ‘Settings.’

Once logged in as an educator, you will see
the educator navigation and can access your
class results and launch a tournament.

SETTING UP A TOURNAMENT
Once your students get the hang of Bank On It, add an element of competition by setting up a
tournament with your classroom code. Here’s how:
1. Click on the Tournament option on your dashboard.
2. Invite students (who have activated their classroom code) to compete. The game will automatically
assign opponents—and set up the number of rounds of play.
3. Track their progress and see who’s making their way through the brackets.
4. Encourage students to play other opponents outside of the tournament or play the computer while
they wait for their turn.
5. Declare a tournament winner!
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USING BANK ON IT IN YOUR CLASSROOM
Once you’ve had a chance to play Bank On It yourself, we’re pretty sure you’re going to want to share it
with your students ASAP. After all, it’s an awesome classroom tool to help them get on their way. We
recommend playing the first game together on a big screen. They can get familiar with how to start a
game, what it looks like, what to expect and whet their appetite to play. Here are a few more tips for
using Bank On It in your classroom:
ENCOURAGE GROUP PLAY.
Use your own methods, but pick a team ‘captain’ to log in and get the group started no matter how big
the group is. Playing as a team lets students consult with each other and fosters collaboration, which are
skills future CPAs need to be working on anyway.
USE DOWNTIME WISELY.
Bank On It is a perfect teaching tool that can be played during downtime since games are ongoing.
HOMEWORK.
Assign students to go home and play the game until they achieve the bank balance assigned by you.
Then, you can track who played the game. This is also a great idea for extra credit throughout the year.
MAKE IT RELEVANT.
Have you recently covered non-profit accounting in class? Instruct your class to play in the Non-Profit
sector for a few days so they can make the connection between what they learned and how it may be
applied in the real world.
CHALLENGE THEM TO MULTI-TASK.
Encourage students to play multiple games. While they’re waiting for their opponent to make a move in
one game, they can be playing another game too. They can even play the computer!
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SEE WHO’S PLAYING.
You can always peek over their shoulder to see your student’s GAME HQ and activity. Help them learn
from the questions they answer incorrectly and see who’s got a real future in accounting.
For those students who really get it, have them check out career options and the Futurizer Wheel on Start
Here, Go Places. You can also, as an educator, access classroom curriculum and other great resources.

FEEDBACK
We want to hear from you. Send us your thoughts on the game and tips for how you’ve incorporated
the game into your classroom. Click on the feedback tab in the upper left corner of the game and tell
us what you think.

GOOD LUCK PLAYING
BANK ON IT!
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